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Welcome to paradise in TIKI FRUITS TOTEM FRENZY, a slot hotter than a 
desert island and and jam packed with sweet features!  Feel the tropical 
breeze when helpful Totems blow away all symbols on the reels, or join 

them for a fruity feast as they gobble them up!  The party truly starts when 
waking up sleepy Tikis - they go WILD!  Waking up all 4 sleepy Tikis will 

enter FREE SPINS, where winning fruit symbols fill a progress bar. Fill the 
bar and the symbol will be removed!  

Highlights

★ Travel back to a familiar paradise in this sequel to TIKI FRUITS, a well 
known and loved Red Tiger classic.

★ Helpful Totems help by either gobbling up fruit symbols, removing 
them from the reels or else blowing them all away, clearing the reels 
completely!

★ Wake up all the sleepy Tikis to enter Free Spins, where collecting 
fruits symbols removes them from the reels for BIG WINS! 

GAME SUMMARY

https://games.redtiger-demo.com/lobby/


TIKI FRUITS TOTEM FRENZY invites players to relax on an island paradise in 
this sequel to the hit game, Tiki Fruits.  Exotic fruit symbols such as the 
dragon fruit, coconut, banana, papaya and pomegranate fall in clusters, 

with 5 or more identical symbols awarding a win. The features of this slot 
revolve around the Tikis on reels 2 and 6, and the Totems flanking the 
reels, providing a range of exciting features for players to enjoy once 

activated.    

The laid back atmosphere is enhanced by the light hearted tropical 
soundtrack, with the subtle hint of gentle waves lapping the shore.  

SCREENS 
Main Screen



PAYTABLES 



PAYTABLES 



PAYTABLES 



PAYTABLES 



Type

Game Mechanic

FEATURES 
TIKI MASKS

Four Tiki Mask symbols remain static on the reels at all times. They do not 
move, even if there is an empty space underneath. If there is an adjacent 
cluster win, these symbols will turn WILD, and the nearest Totem head will 

also be activated. WILD symbols substitute for all paying symbols.



Type Frequency

Gather Symbols

FEATURES 
TOTEM FRENZY - COLLECT

When 2 Totems on the same side of the reels are active, they may gather 
one type of fruit symbol from the reels. That fruit will not appear from the 
new symbols that fall during that spin. During TIKI SPINS, the fruit symbols 

gathered will be used to fill the progress bars. 



Type Frequency

Remove Symbols

FEATURES 
TOTEM FRENZY - REMOVE

When 2 Totems from the same side of the reels are active, they may 
remove all symbols from the reels, and new ones will fall in to replace 

them.



Type Frequency

Free Spins Trigger

FEATURES 
TOTEM FRENZY - GENEROSITY

When 3 Tiki Masks are WILD but there is no win, there is a chance that the 
active totem will hit the slot and turn the final mask WILD, activating TIKI 

SPINS.  



Type Frequency

Free Spins

FEATURES 
TIKI SPINS

Turning all sleeping Tiki Masks WILD awards 10 TIKI SPINS. The large Tiki 
mask may bump the number of TIKI SPINS to 15. Tiki mask symbols stay 
WILD during TIKI SPINS. Fruit symbols that form a win will contribute to 

their corresponding progress bar. 35 fruits are needed to fill the bar, and 
will be removed from the reels when the bar is filled. 



RTP RANGE NON-JACKPOT 94.76% BASE 
+ % JACKPOT

92.71% BASE 
+ % JACKPOT

90.68% BASE 
+ % JACKPOT

90.05% BASE 
+ % JACKPOT

~ 96% RTP 95.69% 1% 95.76% 3% 95.71% 5% 95.68% 6% 96.05%

~ 95% RTP  94.74% - - 2% 94.71% 4% 94.68% 5% 95.05%

~ 94% RTP - - - 1% 93.71% 3% 93.68% 4% 94.05%

~ 93% RTP  92.73% - - - - 2% 92.68% 3% 93.05%

~ 92% RTP - - - - - 1% 91.68% 2% 92.05%

~ 91% RTP  90.75% - - - - - 1% 91.05%

Paylines Max Win Reels x Rows

Cluster over 3,000x 7x4

Volatility Hit Rate

Fruits 4

Maths

INFORMATION 
Basic



Technology 

HTML5

Desktop Tablet Smartphone

YES YES YES

TV iOS/Android  Mini Games

YES YES YES

PLATFORM SUPPORT 



33
SUPPORTED LANGUAGES 

LOCALIZATION 

English en-EN

Armenian hy-AM

Chinese zh-CN

Chinese Traditional zh-TW

Croatian hr-HR

Czech cs-CZ

Danish da-DK

Dutch nl-NL

Finnish fi-FI

French fr-FR

Georgian ka-GE

German de-DE

Greek el-GR

Hungarian hu-HU

Indonesian id-ID

Italian it-IT

Japanese ja-JP

Korean ko-KR

Norwegian nn-NO

Polish pl-PL

Portuguese pt-BR

Portuguese pt-PT

Russian ru-RU

Slovak sk-SK

Slovenian sl-SL

Spanish es-ES

Spanish es-PE

Swedish sv-SE

Thai th-TH

Turkish tr-TR

Vietnamese vi-VN

Hindi hi-IN

Malay ms-MY



Give your players 
more!

Thank You!


